THERSVP

e-COOKBOOK
The Gift of Cooking
. . . . . with love
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Ms Marie Mattar, RSVP Singapore Board Member, Chairman of Corporate Communications and Enrichment Committees

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
I am proud to say that RSVP Gourmet Activity Circle, GAC for short, has come a long way. This group of
cooking enthusiasts started a few years back with just cooking for small gatherings of members during festive
occasions.
In 2017, they took on the challenge to produce The RSVP Cookbook - a collection of over 60 time-tested and
contemporary recipes from 33 contributors, many of whom were fellow members.
They went on to volunteer in RSVP?s CSR projects - projects that encourage companies to embrace
volunteerism, to champion active ageing and older employees to ?Retire With A Purpose?.
During these CSR projects, our beneficiaries and our corporate partners worked together with the help of our
volunteers to make exclusive food creations. These were enriching and fun times for all!
In today?s digital community, where social media plays a significant role, an e-Cookbook is an ideal platform to
share some of these recipes.
These recipes are easy to follow and provide great opportunities for communal and inter-generational bonding.
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KOREAN EGG BREAD
A recipe thought out for a 2018 workshop for Down Syndrome
Association (Singapore) members with the volunteers from
Gourmet Activity Circle. It was a fun time for all with this tasty
snack to top it off!
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Ms Elaine Teng, Team Leader of ChefSR, the outreach arm of GAC, demonstrates how to make Korean Egg Bread.

INGREDIENTS
Serves: 1
14g or 3 tbsp melted butter
20g or 3 tbsp flour
¼ tsp baking powder
30g or 3 tbsp egg
15g or 1 tbsp sugar
15g or 1 tbsp milk
? tsp vanilla
1 whole egg
20g or 3 tbsp mozzarella cheese roughly grated
Salt, black pepper, oregano and paprika to taste
Parsley for garnishing
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METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 190°C.
2. Place egg and sugar and whisk till combined.
3. Add vanilla, melted butter and milk.
4. Add in flour and baking powder to egg mixture. Mix till there are no lumps.
5. Line baking tin with foil or baking paper.
6. Pour some mixture into baking tin.
7. Sprinkle some cheese and add in the rest of the mixture.
8. Crack an egg on top of the batter.
9. Sprinkle the rest of the cheese, salt, black pepper and paprika.
10. Bake for 15 minutes.
11. Decorate with parsley and serve hot.
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FRUIT SALAD IN WANTON CUP
This recipe was created for a workshop session for the
members of Down Syndrome Association (Singapore), their
parents and RSVP volunteers in 2014.
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INGREDIENTS
300g apple, skin peeled and cut into small cubes*
300g pear, peel skin and cut into small cubes*
*(Other fruits like strawberries, honeydew or mangoes can be used)
6 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tsp lime juice
½ tbsp honey
3 heapful tbsp raisins
12 wanton wrappers

METHOD
Wanton skin
1. Preheat oven to 180°C, about 10 minutes.
2. Using a mini muffin tray, lightly brush muffin
cups with oil before pressing down the wanton
wrappers.
3. Bake until firm and golden in colour, about 7
minutes.
4. After baking, remove the baked wanton cups
from the muffin pan and cool completely.
5. Keep baked wanton cups in airtight container
when not serving.
Fruit Salad
1. In a bowl, mix the fruit and the other ingredients (except raisins) together. Stir to
blend well. Keep refrigerated until use.
2. Put about 1 heapful tbsp of the fruit salad into each wanton cup and top with raisins.
3. Repeat the same until you use up all the wanton cups and fruit salad.
4. Serve immediately.
Chef Notes - Baked wanton cups are versatile as party appetisers. They can be made
in advance and kept in airtight containers. Other fillings besides fruits can be used.
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PIZZA POT PIE
The Pizza Pot Pie was created for a Creative & Interactive
Holiday Workshop for the members of Down Syndrome
Association (Singapore) in 2019. All the participants enjoyed
the simple steps of creating the dough, mixing the filling in
little ceramic bowls and topping it off with variations of rabbit
cut-outs.
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INGREDIENTS
Yields: 1 ramekin/small ceramic bowl for baking/serving
Pizza Filling
2 cherry tomatoes, cut into half
1 chicken sausage, cut into cubes
2 tbsp mozzarella cheese
3 tbsp pizza sauce
1 hard-boiled egg
1 pinch of black pepper
¼ tsp oregano
Egg wash to brush pizza dough crust
Garnish with rosemary or basil leaves (Optional)
Pizza Dough
35g self-raising flour
25g yoghurt

UTENSILS
1 small ramekin - 7 cm diameter
1 satay stick
1 round cookie cutter
1 animal cookie cutter

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing.
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METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 190 - 200°C.
2. Pizza Filling:
a. Mix all the ingredients (except hard boiled egg) in a bowl.
b. Fill ramekin by placing hard boiled egg in the centre and cover with pizza
filling.
3. Pizza Dough:
a. Place self-raising flour and yoghurt in a bowl. Use spatula to mix the 2
ingredients.
b. Transfer dough to a sealed bag. Squeeze air out of bag and seal.
c. Squish the bag with your hands for about 50 times.
d. Remove dough from bag and place on a table mat dusted with some flour.
e. Roll the dough into a ball before rolling out (about 0.3 cm thickness) with
rolling pin.
f. Cut dough into a circle using a round cookie cutter (slightly wider than the rim
of the ramekin).
g. Roll out balance dough and use a cookie cutter of an animal shape of choice.
4. To assemble:
a. Place pizza dough circle over the filled ramekin and seal the edge with a
fork.
b. Brush the dough circle with egg wash.
c. Place the animal shaped dough on top of the circle. Brush egg wash over it.
d. Prick the crust with satay stick to make 4 steam holes to avoid cracks.
5. Place ramekin on baking sheet and bake in the oven for about 15mins or until pie
crust is golden.
6. Remove ramekin from oven and garnish with rosemary or basil leaves. Serve hot.
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SNOW SKIN BEACH BEAR
M OONCAKES
Volunteers from RSVP Gourmet Activity Circle taught Down
Syndrome Association (Singapore) members how to make
cute Snow Skin Beach Bear Mooncakes with the help of
volunteer staff from Credit Suisse to celebrate Mid-Autumn
Festival in 2017.
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INGREDIENTS
Wrapper Dough Skin (Yields 250g)
60g cake flour - fry over low fire for 10 minutes and sieve when cooled
60g cooked glutinous rice flour or ordinary glutinous rice flour - fry over low fire for 10
minutes and sieve when cooled
15g vegetable shortening
45g icing sugar - sieved
About 60g ice water
¾ tsp peppermint essence (Optional)
Filling
240g white lotus paste or red bean paste (divide into equal portions of 120g balls and
keep in fridge before use)
Additional Ingredients
2 tbsp malted milk powder
2 pieces of snow skin watermelon *(See method)
Some black sesame seeds
Cooked glutinous rice flour for dusting and coating hands when making the mooncake
Blue, green and red food colouring for dough skin

UTENSILS
Round mooncake mould
Rolling pin
Placemat
A small bowl of drinking water
Edible ink pen
2 cocktail umbrellas
Cling wrap (Cut into size big enough to wrap whole
mooncake)
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METHOD
1. Place mixing bowl on top of place mat.
2. Sift cooked glutinous flour and cooked cake flour into mixing bowl.
3. Form a well in the middle of the flour mixture and mix in vegetable shortening, icing
sugar and ice water thoroughly.
4. Once mixture forms a soft dough, stop kneading.
5. Divide dough into 2 different colour doughs (cover dough when not using):
a. Blue dough - 120g
b. White dough - 60g
Assembling Blue Snow Skin Moon Cake
1. Divide 120g blue wrapper dough into 2 equal portions (60g each) and spread dough
between a small piece of cling wrap and use rolling pin to roll out a circle bigger
than the moon cake mould.
2. Wrap white lotus paste filling with each blue wrapper dough and seal completely at
the bottom.
3. Coat with a little of the cooked glutinous rice flour and use the cling wrap to wrap
the ball.
4. Press into the mooncake mould. Remove from mould and remove the cling wrap.
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Making Beach Bear
1. Use 60g of the white wrapper dough to make 2 bears.
2. As a guide, the measurements for each body part is:
a. Head - 8g
b. Foot - 3g each
c. Hands - 1½g each
d. Body - 10g
e. Ears - 1g each
3. Roll each dough into small balls before shaping each part of
the bear.
4. Use edible ink pen to draw the sunglasses, nose and smile.
5. Use wet pastry brush when assembling the bear. Place
watermelon between the hands.
6. Brush top of round mooncake with a little water before
positioning the bear.
7. Sprinkle a little malted milk powder around the bear to
resemble sandy beach. Decorate with a cocktail umbrella.
*Making Snow Skin Watermelon
1. Colour 3g wrapper dough with green coloring and another 2g wrapper dough with
red colouring. Roll into 2 small balls.
2. Wrap red ball with green dough and chill in freezer for 10 mins.
3. Remove from freezer and cut the dough ball into wedges.
4. Wet each wedge with a little water and decorate with black sesame seeds.
Chef Notes:
1. Chill snow skin mooncakes in the refrigerator before consuming.
2. Before serving, leave them to rest in room temperature for half an hour.
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SUCCULENT SNOW SKIN
MOONCAKE
This Succulent Snow Skin Mooncake was created in 2019 for
a CSR project involving volunteer staff from a long standing
partner, seniors from Redhill and Bukit Merah SilverACE
Senior Activity Centres under our Befriending Programme
and ChefSR volunteers.
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INGREDIENTS
Pandan Wrapper Dough Skin (Yields about 85g)
20g cake flour (Fry over low fire for 10 min and sieve when cooled)
20g cooked glutinous rice flour or ordinary glutinous rice flour (Fry over low fire for 10
min and sieve when cooled)
5g vegetable shortening
15g icing sugar (sieved)
¼ tsp colourless pandan essence (Optional)
20g pandan juice* approximately *(Blend 10g pandan leaves and 30g warm water &
strain before use)
10g crushed chocolate cookies
1 vegan chocolate cupcake
Some cocoa powder (Optional)
Extra cooked glutinous flour for dusting and coating hands when making the mooncake

UTENSILS
Small mixing bowl
Rolling pin
Place mat
Mini muffin mould
3.5cm cookie cutter
Cling wrap
Mini flower pot
1 toothpick
7.5cm circle template
Brush (To dust away excess flour)
1 piece of green crepe paper (Size 14cm x 14cm
square)
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METHOD
Pandan Wrapper Dough Skin
1. Place mixing bowl on top of place mat.
2. Sift cooked glutinous flour and cooked cake flour into mixing bowl.
3. Form a well in the middle of the flour mixture; mix in vegetable shortening, icing
sugar and pandan juice gradually and thoroughly.
4. Once mixture has come together evenly, stop kneading.
5. Roll dough into a ball and cover with cling wrap when not using.
Assembling the Snow Skin Succulent Plant
1. Place the green crepe paper into the flower pot.
2. Put the chocolate cupcake in the middle of the pot and cover with crushed
chocolate cookies. Set aside.
3. Weigh 20g pandan dough skin and place in between cling wrap.
4. Roll out into an 7.5cm circle (use the 7.5cm circle template as guide) - leaves
should be quite thick.
5. Use the 3.5cm cookie cutter to cut out two circles. Cut each circle into
quarters.
6. Place a small piece of cling wrap over the mini muffin mould and line the 6
quarters/leaves around it. Use a chopstick to stick them together.
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7. Place the remaining 2 leaves on top and use a chopstick to secure them into
the centre of the mould.
8. Roll a little pandan dough (About 1g) into a bud shape. Use a pair of scissors to
snip the bud into 4 small leaves.
9. Use a toothpick to stick the bud into the centre of the succulent plant. Lift the
succulent plant and cling wrap from the mould.
10. Push the toothpick through the centre of the succulent plant and remove the
cling wrap.
11. Place succulent plant over the flower pot by pushing the toothpick into the centre
of the pot. Cover tip of toothpick with a little pandan dough.
Chef Notes: For that extra touch, use a brush to dust the leaves with some cocoa
powder.
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SPAGHETTI NESTS
This recipe was specially created for the first RSVP
collaboration with Down Syndrome Association (Singapore) in
June 2014 under the Fun with Food Holiday Programme. The
DSA members were between the ages of five to nine years old.
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INGREDIENTS
Makes: 8 nests
200g spaghetti
2 tbsp olive oil
2 tbsp breadcrumbs
2 large eggs
3 tbsp whipping cream
1 tomato, diced
50g diced ham
125g shredded mozzarella cheese
3 tbsp chives, chopped or 1 stalk of celery, diced
Salt and pepper (to taste)
Tomato sauce
Quail eggs
Lettuce

METHOD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cook pasta in large pot of boiling salted water until al dente, about 10 mins.
Drain pasta. Return to same pot and toss with olive oil and breadcrumbs.
Preheat oven to 200°C. Line the baking tray with paper.
Use a fork to stick into the spaghetti and bring out enough to form a nest on the
baking tray. Repeat until you have eight nests.
Stir together the eggs and cream until just blended. Season to taste. Add in diced
tomatoes, ham, mozzarella and chopped chives.
Divide the mixture and spoon them into the centre of each nest. Bake the spaghetti
nests on the second rack from the bottom of the oven for 12 mins.
Let cool for 10 minutes.
To serve, sprinkle shredded lettuce on each serving plate and place one nest on
top. Spoon some tomato sauce into the middle of the nest. Decorate with quail
eggs.
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YOGI BEAR BURGER
In one of the Creative & Interactive Workshops held in June
2019 for the members at Down Syndrome Association
(Singapore), RSVP volunteers led participants from 5 to 22
years old through a step-by-step experience of making
scrumptious Yogi Bear Burgers.
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INGREDIENTS
Yields: 230g dough
Sandwich Filling
1 small tomato, sliced
1 piece of cheddar cheese

Bear Burger Bun
30g or 3 tbsp warm water
4g or 1 tsp active dry yeast

1 slice of chicken ham

15g or 1 tbsp sugar

Some mayonnaise, salt and pepper

¼ tsp salt

Some lettuce

145g or 18 tbsp flour

Decoration for Bear Face
2 cheddar cheese circles dotted with
black edible ink for eyes
1 cheddar cheese triangle coloured
with black edible ink for nose

60g or 4 tbsp milk
12g or 1 tbsp melted butter
Egg wash (for brushing bread before
baking)
Some melted butter (for brushing bread
after baking)

METHOD

Extra flour for dusting

1. In a large bowl, dissolve the yeast
and sugar in the warm water and
let stand for five minutes, or until
foamy.
2. Add the flour, salt, melted butter
and milk.
3. Use spatula to mix till well blended.
4. Transfer sticky dough to a seal bag
and squeeze air out of the bag and
seal.
5. Squish with hands until well mixed.
6. Continue to squish with hands for
about 70 times.
7. Remove dough from bag and
sprinkle some flour over dough
before shaping into a ball.
8. Place dough into a greased bowl.
Cover with cling wrap and let rise
for 20 mins.

UTENSILS
1 baking paper case (Firm type)
1 satay stick (Broken into two)
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METHOD
9. Gently punch the dough down and press out the air bubbles. Prepare the following
dough:
a. 210g of dough for bear?s head
b. 20g each for bear?s ears
10. Shape (a) into a smooth ball and place in a baking paper case.
11. Shape (b) into two smooth balls.
12. Cover bear burger bun and bear?s ears loosely with cling wrap and leave to rise for
15 - 20 minutes.
13. Preheat the oven to 180 - 190°C.
14. Brush bear burger bun and bear?s ears with egg wash before placing on a lined
baking tray.
15. Bake at 180°C for about 10 minutes. Watch out, bread browns easily.
16. Reduce temperature to 170°C and continue to bake for another 15 - 20 minutes or
until golden brown. Remove from oven.
17. Brush bear burger bun and bear?s ears with melted butter.
18. Cut bear burger bun into half.
19. Stick satay stick into each ear and attach them to bear?s head.
20. Cool the bear burger bun slightly before you place the eyes and nose. Set aside.
21. Brush the other half bear burger bun with mayonnaise and sprinkle salt & pepper
and top it with sliced egg, chicken ham, cheddar cheese, lettuce and sliced
tomato.
22. Cover with bear?s head.
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CHRISTM AS TREE COOKIES/
STAINED GLASS COOKIES
This festive dessert was created as part of the Fun with Food
Holiday Programme for Down Syndrome Association
(Singapore) member between 9 and 15 years of age. ChefSR
volunteers and DSA staff were present.
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INGREDIENTS
Yields: 200g dough
50g butter

10g whole egg (without shell)

35g icing sugar

100g flour

¼ tsp vanilla extract

¼ tsp salt

About 20 hard candies preferably in several flavours/colours

METHOD
1. Pre-heat oven to 180°C. Line baking tray with baking sheet.
2. In a large bowl, mix together flour, salt and icing sugar.
3. Rub butter into flour mixture. Add egg gradually and mix until a soft dough is
formed.
4. Wrap dough in food wrap and leave to rest in fridge for ½ hour.
5. Remove wrappers on candies and separate them by colour into plastic bags. Use a
mallet to crush candies.
6. Place dough between 2 large sheets of waxed paper or food wrap and roll to ¼-inch
thickness. Use cookie cutters to cut dough into desired shapes.
7. Transfer cookies to prepared baking tray, about 1 inch apart. Using a smaller cookie
cutter or a knife, cut shapes in the centre of cookies.
8. Use a spoon to sprinkle the crushed candy into the hollowed-out centres of the
cookies, filling to the edges.
9. Bake for about 10 minutes. The candy should be melted and bubbling and the
cookies just barely beginning to brown.
10. Remove pan from oven and place on wire racks to cool for at least 10 minutes.
11. When cookies are completely cooled, remove and store in an airtight container.

Chef Notes: If cookies are to be hung as decorations, poke a small hole at the top of
each cookie before baking. String with ribbon if needed.
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Corporate Partnership
RSVP Singapore plans and provides a range of community service activities for
corporates to participate and fulfill CSR objectives. Every year, we organise over 20
events with 400 corporate volunteers and reach out to over 1,000 beneficiaries.
Our CSR events are categorised by Learning Journeys, Befriending, Thematic and
Nature, to allow corporates a variety in executing meaningful CSR projects for
beneficiaries and to inspire employees to serve the needs of the community. We have
great collaborations with various Social Service Agencies (SSAs), serving meaningful
causes and underprivileged communities.
To download our CSR Menu of activities which are curated to cater to corporates with
different needs, click here.

Speak to us about your company?s needs.
Email partnerships@rsvp.org.sg
or call 62590802
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RSVP Singapore The Organisation of Senior Volunteers is an Institution of Public Character and the National Centre of
Excellence for Senior Volunteerism under the patronage of Mdm Halimah Yacob, President of the Republic of Singapore.
The organisation started in 1998 and was launched by then-Prime Minister Mr Goh Chok Tong. RSVP Singapore is a
registered society under the Societies Act and a member of the National Council of Social Service (NCSS).
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the
publisher.
Limits of liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: The authors and publisher of this book have used their best efforts in preparing
this book. The publisher makes no representation or warranties with respect to the contents of this book and is not
responsible for the outcome of any recipe in this book. While the publisher has reviewed each recipe carefully, the reader
may not always achieve the results desired due to variations in ingredients, cooking temperatures, and individual cooking
abilities. The publisher shall in no event be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial damage, including but not
limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. The publisher makes no representation as to the originality
of the recipes that were contributed by its volunteers and invited guest contributors and is not responsible for any claims of
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plagiarisation or copyright infringements whatsoever and howsoever.
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RSVP Singapore The Organisation of Senior Volunteers
9 Bishan Place #08-02/#09-03
Junction 8 (Office Tower) Singapore 579837
Tel: 6259 0802 Fax:6259 0805
Email: general@rsvp.org.sg
Website: https://rsvp.org.sg
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